This service-based solution includes the installation and configuration of the patch management solution in your data center with CASecure experts managing the solution remotely. Managed on-premise, the patch management solution consists of the following:

- Installation and configuration of solution.
- Deployment of solution to all identified devices to be managed.
- Acknowledgement of, and adherence to, existing patching policies.
- Deployment of OS and application patches applicable to all managed devices.
- Deployment of patches monthly.

CASecure professionals have in-depth knowledge on endpoint management and provide the highest level of expertise in the deployment of patches to your environment. CASecure standard patch deployment services are determined by your patching policies. CASecure professionals will review all patching policies, including:

- Endpoint Groups: i.e. servers / workstations.
- Servers & Workstations, Pre-existing Deployment Groups: test, development, production.
- Servers & Workstations, Specific Groups: which do not follow standard patching policies.
- Operating Systems: how specific OS patches will be handled.
- Applications: how application patches will be handled.

CASecure standard patching groups consist of test, development and production. Standard patch deployment content covers:

- OS related: Critical, Important, Moderate, Low.
- Applications: Security updates only (Adobe / Apple / Google / Microsoft / Mozilla / Oracle / Real Networks / Skype / Sun / Winzip).

Anything out of the CAS standard policy is considered out-of-standard-scope and is addressed on a case-by-case basis. The CASecure team requires remote access to the endpoint management server and any relay devices 24/7.

To learn more, contact us for a demo or presentation: sales@cassevern.com

www.casecure.net